
      PSYCHODYNAMIC X: SUBLIMATION

FREUD'S “SUBLIMATION”
Most of the psychodynamics discussed thus far can be characterized as 'stop-

gaps'. When, however, attention turns to “sublimation” – defined by Freud as the re-
direction of the (psychical expression of) the mating instinct (i.e. “libido”) into (if not
creative, then) “servicable” non-sexual forms – we have arrived at a more 'enduring'
psychodynamic. Gloomy Freud took the view, however, that sublimation remains out
of reach for the great majority of our species... and, so, in this age of democracy and
nuclear energy,  you can draw your own conclusions.  Although Freud and recent
world history is difficult to argue against, we can, for optimism's sake, look closer at
Freud's definition e.g. to be sure, we can't all be celebrated film-makers or novelists
but creativity isn't necessarily tied to its celebration. Jung, for example, pointed out
that creativity-servicability in the Eyes of the Self could leave all that glitters (… err)
for 'dead' e.g. “our gold is not vulgar gold”. Indeed...

At many junctures throughout his writings, Jung seizes upon Freud's gloom
to make his case that psychoanalysis itself brings about uncreative dead-ends no less
than the neuroses that it sets about to treat because, by generating the “transference
neurosis”, the doctor re-creates the illness. In “Two Essays on Analytic Psychology”,
Jung goes on to paint Freud's therapeutic approach as too rigid in its rejection of its
opposite, Alfred Adler's “masculine protest” psychology. Jung thought that, if Freud
had taken a fertile-creative attitude to Adler, Freud could have created the “3rd” that
would have led him to resolve troublesome “transference neuroses”. Freudastrology,
however, can only disagree with Jung... Adler's psychology of “narcissistic neuroses”
is sterile all by itself. If there is any depth psychological pair that could have created
a “3rd psychology” then it is Freud/Jung i.e. they 'split' the psychology of “eros”... the
former nailing “eros”'s sensing-feeling; the latter nailing “eros”'s intuiting-thinking.

It is fair to state that, by and large, the Freud-Jung “complexio oppositorum”
reflects the matter-energy opposition of Einsteinian cosmology... Freud's psychology
holds the material pole and Jung's psychology holds the energetic pole. Comparing
this reflection to the totality of the physical world (i.e. matter-energy-space-time), we
realize that Jung's accusation that Freud was too reductive may be his projection i.e.
Jung's therapeutic goal of reaching the “problem of opposites” may have been better
conceived by Jung as reaching the “problem of crosses” i.e. of “double opposites”. 

For us, the psychological “3rd” (“5th”) that emerges out of the “integration” of
matter-energy (time-space) is “centroversion” i.e. “introverted” Jung understood his
unconscious “extraversion” through his relationship to “extraverted” Freud and, as
a result, he could sublimate his way to his “centroversion”. Then again, if we look to
Jung's extra-marital dalliances, we can claim that Jung could have sublimated more
of his libido than he, in fact, did manage to sublimate. We go further to claim that, if
Jung had sublimated more of his libido, he might have described his views with less
contradiction & misinterpretation e.g. Jung states that the analysand is ready for his
“subjective-synthetic” therapy when archetypal material crops up in his/her dreams
and, then, when citing an example (a female analysand who dreams of a crab, a ford
etc.), he tells us that she was in need of Freud's “objective-reductive” therapy!



ASTROLOGERS' (ARCHETYPALISTS') “SUBLIMATION”
Astrologers don't argue about creativity... it is Solar e.g. the Sun's house, the

5th house, is the house of creativity, hobbies, romance. This helps us to resolve Jung's
condradiction (scroll up) regarding indications for his therapy i.e. Jungian therapy
is contra-indicated whilever the archetypal dream material remains Solar-less. Even
when the analyst notices Solar material, s/he still needs to proceed with caution e.g. a
dream of a lion would typically mean that the analysand's Solar capacity is yet to be
adequately humanized.

One thing we do agree with Jung about, however, is that Freud's definition of
“libido” is a bit narrow i.e. because hunting (+running) is (+are) always mixed up in
mating, it may be the case that the analysand's sublimative capacity is more directed
to his/her hunting than to his/her mating. All the same, we caution against throwing
Freud's definition out completely because we take the view that there are 4 'corners'
of the sublimation psychodynamic as follows...

… (i) '1-to-5' 'fiery' sublimation of hunting (the solid curved line): given that
lions reign at the zenith of the food chain, they don't have to run from anything; this
means that, upon 'reaching' the 5th archetype (or, with the 'use' of it), mating can be
distilled out of hunting without any meddling by running; 

&(ii) '2-to-6/7' 'venusian' sublimation of hunting/feeding (the 2 solid straight
lines); astronomically, Venus is both (a) near the Sun and (b) from Earth, appears to
'contact' the Sun by zig-zagging over it from its 'flanks'; similarly, the signs ruled by
Venus, '2 Taurus' & '7 Libra', 'flank' the creative (4th)-5th sign(s), ('4 Cancer)-'5 Leo'
and, via this flanking-contact, they partake of (Lunar-into)-Solar creativity

&(iii) '3-to-6/7' 'mercurial', semi-Freudian sublimation of feeding/mating (the
dashed straight lines); astronomically, Mercury is both (a) near the Sun and (b) from
Earth, appears to 'contact' the Sun by zig-zagging over it from its 'flanks'; similarly,
the signs ruled by Mercury, '3 Gemini' & '6 Virgo', 'flank' the creative (4th)5th sign(s)
and, via this flanking-contact, they too partake of (Lunar-into)-Solar creativity,
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FREUDASTROLOGERS' “SUBLIMATION”
 &(iv) '(12)-4-to-8' 'Freudian' sublimation of mating (the curved dotted-line);
for the Freudastrologer, Freud was too general in his discussion of childhood

sexuality... he would have served his Darwininian sources better if he had described
the oral and anal phases as childhood hunting/feeding (and this would have allowed
him to discuss “libido” with Jung); nonetheless, Freud did emphasize that the early
phases 'drain' into the phallic 3rd and Oedipal 4th phases and the 'meat and potatoes'
of the psychoanalyst's work is in these latter phases; (he left it to his daughter, Anna
Freud, and to Melanie Klein to drive therapy 'back' up toward the privations of the
infant's first year of life); by Freudastrological definition, the analysand has not yet
developed '(up)-into' his/her '6 Virgo/6th house' sector and the analyst can only help
his/her analysand if s/he has already done so him/herself, lest it becomes a case of the
blind leading the blind; from '6' the analysand-analyst are able to undergo what the
FA-er would call “earthy sublimation”, schematizable as...

  … you may have noticed, dear reader, that we have titled '&(iv)' as '(12)-4-8
sublimation' (rather than the simpler '4-8 sublimation') because we agree with Jung
that, before s/he 'distills' his/her exogamous phantasy 'out from' his/her endogamous
phantasy, the analysand will need to 'distill' his/her endogamous phantasy 'out from'
his/her 'a-ogamous' phantasy... the latter (phantasy) deriving less from the personal
parents than from the raw archetypal, idealized parent ('12 Neptune' may be a male
god but, with '12' being a “feminine” archetype, the parent is (arche)-typically more
m/Mother than f/Father); in turn, it will become clear that, very often, endogamous
phantasies generated by the analysand 'into' the newly re-created “family romance”
are anti-clockwise (i.e. developmental) 'advances' and, in turn again, it will become
clear that the “transference neurosis” is not (as Jung reckoned) an analytic dead-end
but a fertile '4 ground' out of which the analysand 'rises' into authentic exogamous
phantasying... the necessarily prequel to finding an exogamous mate.
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EXAMPLE XI
Because “family romantic” '4' precedes “sublimating” '5', it is important that

one's phantasy around one's family romance remain in phantasy i.e. in not becoming
concrete, '4''s 'fluid' can flow 'up' to '5' and, there, it can be worked on creatively. In
the concrete realm, endogamy (… err) 'creates' “duelling banjos” but, in phantasy, it
is possible to paddle one's way past one's (inner) inbred community to an '8 partner'
who is both genetically and psychologically exogamous. 

There is a sense, therefore, in which Sophocles, the author of “Oedipus Rex”,
is world history's all time sublimator. Although Sophocles would never have called it
a “reaction formation”, Oedipus' furious, unconscious confrontation with his father
outside Corinth is exactly the same as the reaction of the typical analysand to his/her
analyst upon hearing that his/her anger and rejection of his/her own family romance
is 'proof' that s/he is still stuck in it. If Sophocles won world history's gold medal, the
debate about who won the silver will eventually begin. Freud wouldn't have allowed
the Christ of the Gospels to get a start in the family romance race... but, if he had the
patience to look the betrothed Christ of the Cathars, he may have been more lenient.
Either way, the Christ of the Gospels didn't succumb to his “Last Temptation”... but
before we look at Martin Scorcese, let's proceed to the following interlude...

The last of Freud's “Introductory Lectures Vol.2” (1932; 15yrs post–Vol.I) is
titled “The Question of a Weltanschauung (Worldview)”. In it, Freud re-emphasizes
his view that psychoanalysis is (not a philosophy, but) part of 'science'. Over the nine
decades that have passed since this lecture, however, two streams of eventuality have
undermined Freud's view, (i) without: scientists sharpened 'science''s definition and
its method – e.g. repeatable experiments, randomizations, controls, placebos, double
blinds – to, thereby, push psychoanalysis into the realm 'art' or, even, 'religion' (even
during his lifetime, Freud would admit that psychoanalysis was too heterogeneous to
permit a meaningful statistical examinations), and (ii) within: the post-Freudians did
not achieve consensus and, in turn, depth psychology would become a Babel, thereby
distancing it from the overall aim of 'science' to reach collective agreements. Indeed,
these two streams re-connected with Freud's view about the superego i.e. in the view
of many post-Freudians, Freud had been too Lamarckian ('anti-scientific') about the
formation of the superego i.e. Freud thought that it is formed (not out of the parents,
but) out of the parents' superegos and, with the parents' superegos having also been
formed out of their (the child's grand-) parents' superegos, there is a sense in which
the superego is a psychological 'precipitate' that evolves without any reference to its
genetic imprint. (To be fully accurate, however, we need to note that, in his late opus,
“Civilization & its Discontents”, Freud admitted that the superego has an “organic”
aspect... an admission that would be taken up by Melanie Klein).

Irrespective of any autumnal admission, FA agrees with Freud's Lamarckian
superego i.e. because the superego is Lamarckian and, therefore, has little relation to
its Darwinian genetic blueprint, it (and its collective aspect, civilization) is-(are) too
fragile to be considered anything more than a 'stop-gap'. Civilizations, just like blind
Oedipus, don't see that they build themselves on “reaction formations” that “cannot
hold”. In quick turn, civilizations go on to form 'scientific', Lamarckian institutions
with the  'purpose' (… que?) of outruling the Lamarckians. If we want to update the
old joke, “Q: what makes God laugh? A: humans making plans”, we can say, “what



makes God laugh? A: scientists with a 'purpose'”. Psychologically, we could say that
science's allegiance with purposelessness is its “reaction formation” against purpose
in its unconscious. The problem with “reaction formation” is that the opposites that
it (… errr) 'creates' are too coldly divergent to re-connect with love and creativity.

The same, of course, can be said for religion i.e. its allegiance with purpose is
its “reaction formation” against purposelessness in its unconscious and, therefore, it
lacks the capacity for a convergence that would make it creative. One director who
has recently pointed this out is...   

   … FA is a big fan of Marty's movies because he tries to bring the 'opposites'
of (i) Darwin's survival of the fittest (e.g. “Goodfellas”) & (ii) Plato's (= Augustine's)
purposeful, Lamarckian plan for a non-fragile, peaceful civilization (e.g. “Kundun”)
close enough together allow for the possibility of a creative '3rd'. Indeed, his first film
of note, “Mean Streets” (1973), features a character, “Charlie” (Harvey Keitel), who,
in running numbers yet modelling himself on Francis of Assisi, embodies them.

Marty's natal Sun is in Scorpio but, of course, this Sun “progresses” through
Sagittarius during a Scorpio's formative years. As Saturn rolled through Sagittarius
in 1988 and 2006, Marty would create a pair of movies that reveals how “repression”
(… errr) 'creates' divergent, sterile “reaction formation” in the religious. The first of
these, “The Last Temptation of Christ” (1988), as we explained in “Four Corners of
the Cosmos”, will annoy Cathars everywhere insofar as it portrays a 'marital' Christ
w/Who appears to be rather inept at sublimation. The second of these, “The Silence”
(2016), is a more satisfying excursion into the incapacity of false prophets to examine
their motivations. We'll have a clearer-eyed look at Marty's natal chart in 2020.

The overall lesson of the Age of Pisces may well turn out to be: it matters less
what the truth is and matters more as to how the truth is reached. The greatest trick
that the '10-11 Devil' (that Freudians now call “reaction formation”) ever pulled on
Homo sapiens is that repression of the unconscious doesn't exist.   
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